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Abstract

Consider the task of distributing an existing monolithic application: its code and
architecture have to be changed. This task is usually supported by re-engineering
tools. However, these tools do not support the specific transformations required dur-
ing the transition towards a distributed application. In this paper, we will present such
a methodology and a tool that performs this transition by a sequence of interactive
and automatic transformations.

1 Introduction

The work sketched in the sequel originates from a project of the University of Aachen and
the Aachener and Münchener insurance group and the GEZ. Both companies have large,
monolithic programs written in Cobol that should be reorganized. A part of the application
logic should move to the client machines or additional server machines.
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Figure 1: Towards Distributed Applications

As shown in Fig. 1, the underlying task is split into two subtasks. The first comprises the
transformation of existing code towards object based code. This is chiefly captured by the
work of Cremer [Cre99]. Here, we focus on the second subtask, the transition towards



distributed applications. Therefore, we first sketch the problem of creating distributed
applications in general.

1.1 Distributed Applications

The development of distributed applications is alleviated by tools that offer a suitableab-
stractionof the communication between two disjoint program parts. This abstraction is
close to the typical means of exchanging information in an imperative programming lan-
guage: a procedure call or a method invocation. These techniques are calledmiddleware
because they bridge the abstractions of the operating system’s API with that of the pro-
gramming language. Well-known middleware techniques comprise the OMG standard
CORBA [OMG98], Microsoft’sDCOM [Ses97] and Java’s RMI [Dow98].

The use of such techniques eases the development of a distributed application considerably.
But there are deficiencies:

� Middleware-specific code can not be isolated in a single module, it is spread
throughout the application code. This makes it difficult to adapt the program to
another middleware or a new distribution structure. Thus, programs developed in
this way might become futurelegacysystems.

� Middleware has certain restrictions; it is for example not possible to instantiate an
object in a remote address space. The developer has to ensure that an object is
created in the intended address space.

� There is no visual specification of the distribution structure.

In order to overcome these problems there are additional tools on top of the middleware
that allow for the specification of the distribution structure and the components inside
a distributed systems. But almost all of these approaches use a particular language for
the specification of the components that form the distributed application and can not deal
with existing application code –a major requirement of the project with the AM group
and the GEZ. Thea-posteriori distribution of an existing program is not captured with
the exception of general case tools offering minimal distribution support (for example the
generation of a CORBA interface definition).

From a re-engineering point of view, the distribution of an existing application program,
comprises a sequence of suitable transformation steps, in order to achieve conformance
with middleware prerequisites. Because the application should not contain middleware
specific code (in order to be able to exchange the middleware), it is desirable that a part
of the necessary transformation steps are performed automatically andgeneratethe dis-
tributed application. The starting point for such a generation is a version that is already
middleware-aware (i.e. conforms to its restrictions) but does not contain the middleware
specific code.

We will now discuss the implementation of the transformation steps.

2 Tool Support

A major part of the implementation of our approach employs theprogrammedgraph
rewriting system PROGRES [SWZ99]. It is used to store and manipulate UML [RO+99]



like class diagrams enriched by distribution information. The main data structure in PRO-
GRES is a (typed)graph. The structure of such a graph is defined in the PROGRES
graph schema.

Our specification represents model elements of the class diagram –for instance classes,
interfaces and methods– as nodes, relationships as an edge-node-edge combination. Thus,
the schema closely resembles the meta model of UML’s class diagrams.

Graph testsfind places in a graph that conform to an explicitly specified subgraph pattern.
Graph rewrite rulestransform a graph by replacing the subgraph given in the left-hand
side of the rule with the subgraph specified in the right-hand side. Path expressions1 ease
the navigation through the graph. In the class diagram specification, path expressions
are defined for common relationships, e.g. inheritance and dependencies, and attachment
information. The latter is related to distribution extensions (see below).

If a graph rewrite rule manipulates the graph and thus the class diagram of the underlying
application, the application’s source code is transformedsimultaneouslyby a tool imple-
mented in Java. This tool2 also analyzes source code and derives the necessary information
to build up a class diagram (reverse engineering [CC90]).

Fig. 2 shows a screen dump of a prototype we have developed in this project. Diamonds de-
note containment relationships, solid arrows denote invocations, and dashed arrows denote
instantiations. Some nodes carry information from an automatic analysis implemented via
graph tests (for example a problematic remote invocation or remote instantiation).

Figure 2: Prototype of a Distribution Tool

1A path expression behaves like an edge, but it is not materialized, it is computed.
2Further information about this tool can be found in [Rad00] and in

http://ist.unibw-muenchen.de/People/ansgar/dito/.



2.1 Distribution Patterns

We will present the context and motivation of a necessary transformation using a schema
known fromdesign patterns[GHJV95]. Design patterns describe a problem together with
a solution that has proven to be useful with respect to a certain goal. The approach de-
scribed here does not handle all types of patterns, it is well-suited for those that propose a
certain static structure which can be described by means of a class diagram.

The schema is outlined in the following:

Context and Problem This section describes a problematic architectural structure (in a
given context, for instance distribution). Besides this informal description, a graph
test provides a means todetectthis structure.

Solution and Structure The paragraph outlines the general idea of a pattern and shortly
sketches its advantages and disadvantages. The structure of the pattern is usually
shown in form of a class diagram and a graph test3.

Getting There This paragraph is not found in the standard literature dealing with patterns:
If a developer starts writing a program from scratch, it is relatively easy to conform
to the structure proposed by a pattern. This task is certainly non-trivial, if a program
already exists. We describe the necessary transformation towards conformance to
the pattern by means of a graph rewrite rule.

2.2 Direct Instantiation

2.2.1 Context and Problem

Object-oriented programming languages provide a primitive to instantiate a class, often
callednew. Of course, the language primitive only creates instances in the local address
space (and the class has to be available in the partition). In a distributed system, it is often
necessary to create objects residing in other address spaces. In these cases, the instantion
via new has to be replaced by an additional indirection.

Fig. 3 shows a PROGRES test that detects a potential instantiation of a remote class. The
rule contains three nodes representing model elements of the underlying class diagram and
pathes representing relationships between these.

The test matches a situation in which a class (‘2) is instantiated by another class (‘1) and
a partition (‘3) to which the former but not the latter (denoted by the “crossed out” path
attached) is attached. If it matches, it returns the node‘1.

2.2.2 Solution and Structure – Abstract/Generic Factory

Theabstract factory[GHJV95] pattern enables the transparent use of different implemen-
tation variants which implement a common interface. The decision which of the variants
is instantiated is encapsulated inside the factory. The factory is a normal object that offers
the service to instantiate certain classes via a method, called for examplecreateInstance().

3Class diagram and graph test are almost equivalent.



test remote_create( out cl : CLASS [0:n]) =

‘3 : PARTITION

createsp
‘1 : CLASS ‘2 : CLASS

attached attached

return cl := ‘1;
end ;
(* It is not allowed that a class directly creates another *)
(* class which is not attached to the initiator’s partition *)

Figure 3: PROGRES Test: Find a Direct Instantiation of a Remote Class

In the context of distributed systems two problems are addressed: (1) The factory lives in
the address space, in which the desired object should be instantiated. Thus, objects in other
partitions can trigger the instantiation of a remote object by invoking thecreateInstance
method of the factory. (2) It remains transparent for the callers, whether the result of an
instantiation is a stub or an original implementation.

In order to invoke an operation of the factory object, callers have to get a handle or object
reference. In our pattern, we require that the factory is a singleton, i.e. there is exactly one
instance of this class. Thesingletonpattern which is discussed in [GHJV95], provides a
common way to access a unique instance.

2.2.3 Getting There

After the recognition via the query in Fig. 3, two tasks have to be done: (1) create a suitable
factory, (2) change all applied occurrences of the direct instantiation vianew. The first task
is trivial and not shown here. The second requires the replacement of all new operations
(except the one in the factory) by an invocation of the factory. The latter is shown in Fig. 4:
A create relation to a class is replaced by acall relationship4 to the factory. The folding
statement allows that factory and created class are identical. This situation can occur if an
object supplies its own, static factory method.

3 Related Work

The transition from an object based towards a distributed application comprises several
different aspects. An ideal tool (or a set of integrated tools) has to support all these aspects.

Roundtrip engineering This task comprises the reverse engineering of an architecture
from an existing source, performing changes on the architecture and propagating
these changes back to the source again. This task is supported by most UML tools,
for example Rational Rose [Rat99].

4We use the convention to draw relationship nodes as squares.



production redirectCreationArch( class : CLASS ; factory : CLASS ;
factoryMethodName : string ) * =

‘2 = factory‘1 = class

_s
‘3 : CLASS

_t

‘4 : creates

::=

1’ = ‘1 2’ = ‘2

_t

4’ : calls
_s

3’ = ‘3

folding { ‘1, ‘2 };
transfer 4’.name := factoryMethodName;

end ;

Figure 4: PROGRES Production: Instantion) Invocation of thegetInstance Method

Domain specific analysis (reverse engineering)In order to support the transition to-
wards a distributed application, it is necessary to detect a violation of distribution
restrictions. This is not supported by most commercial OO tools. EBERT et. al have
done work in the area of graph based analysis of programs [EKW96]. ZÜNDORF

and JAHNKE [JZ97] use a fuzzy reasoning net to detect “bad code” in existing pro-
grams. DEAN and CORDY [DC95] use an architecture like language to represent
system structures. They are able tocharacterizesystems according to their confor-
mance with a givenarchitectural style, e.g. a layered architecture or a pipe-filter.
DEVANBU developed a source code analysis framework [Dev99]: an analyzer can
be generated from a compact analysis specification.

Semantic preserving transformations (re-engineering)UML CASE tools allow for ba-
sic changes, for instance to change the name of a method. Usually, they do not au-
tomatically preserve a consistent state, e.g. automatically change all places in the
source code which invoke the renamed method.

This task is typically supported by re-engineering tools.TXL, developed by CORDY

[CCH95], is a powerful transformation tool, yet it is not possible to determine for
example the return type of a method whose class is not defined within the current
source file – an analysis information needed by some transformations.

Recently, FOWLER [Fow99] uses the notionrefactoringto describe the small trans-
formations that restructure a (micro) architecture. MÉTAYER [Mét96] also uses
graph grammars to describes theevolutionof an application by graph rewrite rules.
However, there is no tool supporting MÉTAYER’ S approach.

Pattern oriented transformations A pattern oriented transformation tool has been devel-
oped by FLORIJN et al. [FMW97] at the university of Utrecht. Their system allows



to bind existing classes to a role in a pattern or to create new classes by instantiating
a pattern. It operates in three ways: (1) instantiate a pattern, i.e. generate program
skeletons (2) bind classes to roles in a pattern, and (3) check conformance to a pat-
tern.

4 Summary

The transition from a monolithic to a distributed application on top a a standardized mid-
dleware can be tackled by a sequence of transformations. The necessary transformations
are selected interactively in a preparation phase and applied automatically in a generation
phase. Text and graph transformations are coupled: they are executed simultaneously on
the architecture graph and on the source code.

Graph techniques allow for a suitable specification of analysis (graph tests) and trans-
formation rules. A graph replacement rule combines both anti pattern (as introduced by
Brown et al. [BMIM98]) and pattern on left and right-hand side, respectively.

The use of graph specifications within the PROGRES environment has two advantages:
(1) they provide an intuitive, yet well defined means to specify architectural transforma-
tions, and (2) it is simple to adapt the rules to new requirements and generate a new proto-
type that can execute the graph rules.
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